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IMAGINESANANTONIO OPPOSES THE PRIVATIZATION OF S. MAIN AVENUE
AND PROPOSES WIN-WIN SOLUTION FOR H-E-B’S EXPANSION
imagineSanAntonio announces its support of the public-interest effort to keep South Main Avenue a
public right-of-way. “We wish to prevent the private-only use and permanent loss of an important piece
of the downtown San Antonio street grid,” says Bob Wise of imagineSanAntonio.
Privatization of this section of street is contrary to the goals of many recently adopted City initiatives
including the Mayor’s SA2020, the Downtown Neighborhood Plan (1999), the City Center Strategic
Neighborhood Plan (2011) and the Lone Star Community Plan (2013), all of which involved substantial
input from citizens within the adjacent community and the city at large. Despite the clear direction of
these neighborhood-sanctioned plans, the City has taken an unusually private and aggressively-timed
series of actions to reverse the many publicly adopted planning and zoning instruments to accommodate
the demands of a private corporation. “This is undemocratic and unacceptable. These demands are
contrary to commonly accepted principles of good urban planning found in our own City-adopted plans,”
Wise says.
In an attempt to meet the goals of City-adopted public-input planning policies, imagineSanAntonio
analyzed the H-E-B proposal on several levels, with considerations for long-term economic development,
planning principles, urban design, multi-modal transit access, walkability, corporate security and other
relevant urban design factors. imagineSanAntonio conducted a three-dimensional computer-modeled
analysis which shows that H-E-B’s proposed long-term development plan can be accommodated while
still maintaining South Main Avenue as a public street. Wise notes, “In the evaluation of the HEB
proposal, it was consistently noted that their ever-changing rationale for the ‘necessity’ of the closing the
street could very easily be managed through a variety of quality design solutions, such as narrowing the
street and providing additional opportunities for security measures, while still maintaining an open,
accessible street for vehicles, cyclists, and pedestrians of all abilities.” Images #1 and #2 on the
following pages illustrate two (2) possible solutions that meet City-adopted and neighborhood goals as
well as the needs of the H-E-B Corporation. Image #3 is of South Main Avenue as a Complete Street for
both solutions.
The vast underdeveloped/low density property already owned by H-E-B at the Arsenal site was compared
to the urban density recently created at the Pearl Brewery Development site. Image #4 on the following
pages demonstrates the great potential for development on the original H-E-B headquarters site with
hypothetical buildings and site elements from the Pearl. The resulting density would be appropriate to a
downtown location and representative of an economically and environmentally sustainable long-term
redevelopment.
“We welcome the opportunity to help H-E-B meet its growth needs, maintain the urban connectivity of an
open South Main Avenue and remain a good neighbor in the community,” offers Wise.
imagineSanAntonio is a multi-disciplinary non-profit organization devoted to a more livable San Antonio.
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H-E-B’s Proposed master plan (above)

Does not meet City Goals and Policies. Not developed with citizen input. Does not fully utilize land currently owned by
H-E-B currently classified as “underutilized” by City of San Antonio in City Center Strategic Neighborhood Plan (2011)
and Lone Star Community Plan (2013).

imagineSanAntonio Proposed Solution #1 (above)

Not only does this plan meet City Goals and Policies, but it also meets H-E-B’s needs for growth and security. With growth
to the north, an urban, secure campus could be achieved while maintaining South Main Avenue as a public right-of-way.
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imagineSanAntonio Proposed Solution #2

Not only does this plan meet City Goals and Policies, but it also meets H-E-B’s needs for growth and security. This solution includes their proposed plan, with growth toward Flores Street, but with South Main Avenue redesigned as a “complete
street” that provides traffic-calming features to slow vehicular traffic and enhancements to allow for public transit, pedestrian sidewalks, bicycle amenities and a security buffer. This would allow the street to be available for all users – implementing key elements that were identified for South Main Avenue in the recently adopted Downtown Transportation Plan.
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Cross Section of South Main Avenue (above)

Redesigned as a Complete Street to meet City Goals and Policies as shown in imagineSanAntonio Proposed Solutions
#1 and #2, not only does this street design meet City Goals and Policies for Downtown Neighborhoods, but it also meets
H-E-B’s needs for growth and security and would integrate their workplace with the neighborhood and greater Downtown.
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